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“We now have the technology to take ET home.”
~ Ben Rich, CEO of Lockheed Skunkworks, 1993

By Catherine Austin Fitts
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What's the Action? with Sibel Edmonds
An audience of 300+ people (many more streaming globally) joined an all-star cast of sponsors and speakers in Bastrop, Texas on October 31-November 1 for this year’s Secret Space Program. For those who did not join us, videos of the ten lectures and two panel discussions are available for rent or purchase on Vimeo.

The discussions were so rich that I asked Dr. Joseph Farrell, who gave two smashing presentations, to join me in order to recap the most compelling insights. Here is an excerpt from Dr. Farrell discussing CERN (the Large Hadron Collider) in the closing panel on Sunday evening:

“You’re looking at a military budget for this machine to find smaller and smaller building blocks in the standard model of physics. And I’m looking at the machine and I’m seeing something very, very different.

If you look at the magnetic field strength of the LHC — I think it’s somewhere between 8 and 10 Tesla’s — you’re dealing with a magnetic field that is several times more powerful than the local magnetic field of the planet earth. And this is where my problems begin. Because, it’s the magneto sphere of the earth that protects us from solar radiation — it’s part of our environment, it’s part of what maintains life on this planet and that drives the weather systems. And that magneto-sphere, in turn, is coupled with that of the sun.

So, when you look at this the way I’m looking at it, I’m seeing a planetary machine which — by the very nature of the strength of the magnetic fields in rotation — is creating a massive magnetic torsion machine. And that
machine is embedded in piezoelectric rock in Europe. And this is going to have a magnetic effect on the planetary magnetic system.

That was my thought all along.

So I’m looking at this as a story where they’re really putting out a public consumption story for us with blizzards of equations that will confuse us all. And we’ll just throw up our hands and say, “Well, they’re doing particle physics.”

But I think the real physics they’re doing is creating a planetary machine that is manipulating the magneto-sphere of the earth…which, through various electromagnetic effects, can even influence the sun.

So, I think the whole particle physics thing is really a big cover story.”

Among other things, Dr. Farrell and I will address specific points which will help you understand the global economy today. Failing to integrate an understanding of what is happening in space and space programs (and the resulting technology transfers) is a significant “material omission” which results in a profound misunderstanding of the economics driving global geopolitics and financial markets.

Catherine Austin Fitts

_____________________

Catherine's "The Space-Based Economy" Video and Slide Presentation now Available to Solari Subscribers!
Catherine Austin Fitts’ Video and Slide Presentation from The Secret Space Program “The Space Based Economy” is now available to all Solari subscribers.

Subscribers can log in to view the video and slide presentation here!

---

Special Offer: Solari Coin or 3rd Quarter 2015 Wrap Up – The Chinese Stock Markets

Purchase a yearly subscription to the Solari Report and receive either the “Solari Report 3rd Quarter 2015 Wrap Up – The Chinese Stock Markets” Book or our Solari Coin

This offer ends November 15, 2015

The Solari Coin is a one ounce, silver round designed by Ben Lizardi of Lizardi Studio and minted by the Northwest Territorial Mint. The coin design features a solar
armillary (the Solari logo) on one side and the horsemen of the Knights Templar on the other side. This coin is representative of Solari’s purpose: to align interests, protect, guide, and lead through troubled times.

Purchase a 6 month subscription to the Solari Report and receive either the “1st Quarter 2015 Wrap-Up: Planet Debt” or “2014 Annual Wrap Up “A Free & Inspired Life” Book

“1st Quarter 2015 Wrap-Up: Planet Debt” Flip Book
Want a taste? Click here to view the first chapter of ” 1st Quarter Wrap Up: Planet Debt Book

Want a taste? Click here to view the first chapter of “2014 Annual Wrap Up “A Free & Inspired Life” Book

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Solari Report subscribers receive:

- Access to the complete Solari Report audio archive (currently over 200 reports)
- Solari Report transcripts and Quarterly / Annual Wrap-Up web presentations
- Send your questions to Ask Catherine weekly
- Special reports and alerts throughout the year

Click Here to learn more!
SSP 2015 Videos Now Available

Secret Space Program Conference 2015 – Videos Now Available!

The Space-Based Economy
Catherine Austin Fitts - The Solari Report

Rent all $30.00
1-year streaming period

Buy all $40.00
Stream + download anytime

[click To view the Options]

ANP Conference in San Rafael, CA – January 16-17, 2016
The Architects of the New Paradigm Conference Series brings together some of the most accomplished thinkers to present a fresh approach to the discussion of the world’s critical challenges. The format of the events employs a blinders-off approach to the true scope and depth of the challenges, balanced with realistic and practical solutions.

**Speakers**

**Schedule**

**Venue**

---

**Highlights from Our Last Report - Health Care Directives with Jo Kline Cebuhar**

We are in the fourth quarter, so it’s time to focus on legal and financial planning. In this regard, there is nothing more important than providing for health care planning and clear instructions with Health Care Directives.

I was thrilled to learn that attorney and author Jo Kline Cebuhar has just published a revised and updated edition on Health Care Directives. This week on the *Solari Report*, she will brief us on what we need to know to make sure we have what we need in place and to review new and increased risk issues related to changes in governmental and insurance policies.

[See it here or Subscribe](#)
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